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If you are relocating, start with the schools and work  
back to homes and lifestyle, says Anna Selby

Iwas giving a talk in London,’ says Peter 
Tait, Head of Sherborne Prep, ‘on the 
unrealistic pressures being placed on 
children competing for school places, 
especially in the south-east of England. 

As an example, I used the horror story of a 
London couple, both Oxbridge graduates, who 
employed a tutor for their three-year-old to secure 
a place at one of the city’s prestigious and hugely 
over-subscribed nurseries. A parent put up her 
hand and asked what she should do then to ensure 
her daughter got into a good school. On the spot, 
all I could think of to say was ‘leave London. Pack 
up your family, get on a train and escape.’

Increasing numbers of families are doing exactly 
that, tempted by the promise of a better lifestyle 
where their children can escape the capital’s 
pressure cooker. Charles Birtles is an independent 
property buying agent covering Hampshire, 
west Berkshire and southwest Wiltshire, and he 
has many clients who are looking for just such a 
change. ‘Country living offers children a much 
healthier lifestyle, with a great deal more freedom 
that they can safely enjoy in London. They also 
learn the extremely important life skill of self-
entertainment (also free!) which is very difficult 
for parents to achieve in London.’

In East Anglia, Jamie Jamieson of Jamieson 
Property Search helped one London family move 
so their three children could go to Beeston Hall. 
‘Their motivation was simple,’ he says, ‘daily sport 
and outside activities, excellent but unpressurised 
teaching. Three years later, they’re delighted and 
say their children have lost that London pallor.’ 

‘While location is a crucial part of any family’s 
relocation decision,’ adds Robin Gainher, 
Headmaster of Beeston Hall, ‘the pursuit of 
excellence in their children’s education plays just as 
important a role. Choosing the right school is one 
of the most difficult decisions facing any parent 
and making the right choice goes much deeper 
than just meeting certain practical criteria. Just as 
when you buy a house you know instinctively if 
you feel at home, similarly when visiting a school 
you quickly sense if it is right for you and your 

child. Change can often give room to uncertainty but 
we find parents visiting Beeston Hall recognise the 
special ‘buzz’ and warmth that envelops our school.’

On the basis that most people in London already 
have a lot going on in their lives, buying agents are an 
increasing trend, especially if you are moving to an 
area you don’t know well. ‘Unless you enjoy driving 
up and down the motorway viewing houses that 
prove to be unsuitable,’ says Charles Birtles, ‘using 
a buying agent is a very good decision. It gives you 
comfort in the knowledge that you 
have someone on the ground with 
good local knowledge and contacts 
who is far more likely to hear about 
your dream house coming to the 
market before you do – you may not 
hear about it until after it has sold.’

Hugo Thistlethwayte, MD of 
Prime Purchase, agrees. ‘Going 
through a buying agent, you often 
have the opportunity to buy before 
a property goes on to the market, 
and we can also advise on potential 
problems, such as whether there is 
room to extend or renegotiate on 
price. And vendors prefer us as they 
know we will facilitate a deal and 
make sure it happens, so it gives 
them security.’

If schools are your priority when it comes to a 
move, how do you start your search? Often it’s with 
the schools themselves. ‘At Lancing,’ says Registrar 
Jeremy Tomlinson, ‘we are increasingly aware of 
families making children’s education their top 
priority. This quite often involves choosing a 
senior school first and working back from there. 
We find ourselves giving advice about Prep 
schools (our own and others) and even nursery, 
primary and junior schools. After that will come 
questions about attractive places to live, house 
prices and transport.’

But isn’t getting off the London property 
ladder a risky move? Not necessarily. According 
to the Registrar of Holmewood House School, 
‘Property values around us in Tunbridge Wells 
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have risen by over 20 per cent above the national 
average and it is generally accepted that much 
of this is due to good schools in the area. We 
are, quite simply, drawing people out of London 
because a child’s education is the overriding factor 
for parents considering a move. One family who 
came to us recently decided on Tunbridge Wells 
specifically because of Holmewood House and the 
easy commute back into the capital.’

But if you have no ties to any particular school 
or region, how can you narrow your search? 
Moorhouse Property Search offers a consultancy 
service for those starting with a blank sheet. 
‘We can advise on choosing a location and what 
you can expect for your budget,’ says Adam 
Moorhouse. ‘When we find it, we can advise on 
architects, builders, gardeners – even who else in 
the village does the school run. We always advise 
clients to stay in a local pub or B&B in the area so 
they get a feel of what life is like at the weekend.’

Hugo Thistlethwayte believes you will always 
be confident of your investment if you are in one 
of the hot spots around good schools, especially 
Pre-Preps and Preps. ‘A classic brief for us,’ he 
says, ‘is to be within 20 minutes of Winchester, 
Guildford or Oxford. Winchester is a classic 

and has attractive villages nearby but not that 
many larger houses, so you get a spike. Families 
are looking for a certain sort of house – you will 
always be able to sell later.’

Older children too can be a reason to move to 
the country. Adrian Wright of Private Property 
Search recalls one client who ‘initially contacted 
us to say they needed to get out of London before 
their children got into the habit of cruising up 
and down the King’s Road all day. Schooling was 
critical for them and we successfully acquired an 
old farmhouse not openly on the market.’

‘For some of these families,’ says Jeremy 
Tomlinson, ‘it is a matter of moving close enough 
for their children to be day pupils. But with the 
modern trend for ‘local boarding,’ parents want 
to be within easy reach of the school so they 
can attend matches, concerts, plays or parents’ 
meetings. Others buy second homes for weekends.’

Adam Moorhouse recently found a house in 
the pretty village of Sandford Orcas for a family 
from Wandsworth who wanted their children to 
go to Sherborne Prep. ‘They started looking in 
May and were in the house at the beginning of the 
children’s first term. They told us they’ve never 
been happier.’ n

HOW TO CHOOSE  
A BuyING AGENT

•  Proven experience and knowledge of  
 the property market is crucial. There  
 are buying agents out there whose  
 only knowledge has been gleaned  
 from the endless house hunting  
 programmes on TV – estate agents  
 rarely give them the time of day.

•  Choose someone who has had success  
 both as an estate agent and a buying  
 agent – experience on both sides of  
 the fence gives the buying agent more  
 gravitas with the estate agents and an  
 immediate advantage when it comes to  
 negotiating successfully on your behalf.

•  Choose someone who is independent.

•  Choose someone who has past  
 experience in the London property  
 market – it will have given them an  
 edge and they will be better placed to  
 understand and meet your needs and 
 expectations.

• Last, but by no means least, choose  
 someone you like personally – the  
 working relationship you will have with  
 your buying agent is much more  
 personal than that which you have with  
 an estate agent selling your property.

Fees are based on a retainer, plus a 
percentage (usually between 1 and 2½ 
per cent) of the purchase price.


